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MMiiddddlleebbuurrgg,,   VVAA  ––  AAuugguusstt  1111,,   22001144  ––  Diversified Educational Systems, Inc. (DES), based in Middleburg, VA, 
announces its partnership, and exclusive representation, with Hamilton Scientific, LLC to bring quality 
educational and laboratory casework to the Mid-Atlantic market.   
 
“DES’s new partnership with Hamilton Scientific brings a broad spectrum of services and products to our clients 
in Virginia, Maryland, and Washington, DC and enhances the offerings we are already providing,” said Mark 
Wyatt, President of DES. “Our clients will benefit from the added advantage of the comprehensive services in 
casework, educational resources, and laboratory products that our companies now provide,” he noted. 

As an established global industry leader in laboratory furniture and fume hoods, Hamilton Scientific offers a wide 
selection of high-quality laboratory goods. Hamilton Scientific’s products include adaptable workstations, 
laboratory casework, fume hoods, epoxy and phenolic resin work surfaces, fixtures and accessories. Servicing 
small to large clients, the company also handles design assistance, renovation and new construction. 

Founded in 1965, Diversified Educational Systems, Inc. is the Mid-Atlantic’s leading supplier of educational, 
institutional, and laboratory casework, equipment, furnishings and instructional resources; specializing in turn-
key solutions for educational environments. DES provides an in-house team that can assist with the life span of a 
project, including design, specification, mechanical/electrical/plumbing coordination, and installation.   
 
DES is excited about the addition of Hamilton Scientific to their product line-up, which includes long-standing 
relationships with the likes of Leonard Peterson & Company, and Case Systems, Inc.  With this addition, DES 
solidifies their ability to provide “best-in-class” products for the Laboratory Market in the Mid-Atlantic. 
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